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The present study comprises an analysis of the interdepen
dence of the fishing effort and effects of the Polish fishery on 
the ICNAF waters within the years 1963-1969. In the 
introductory chapters methods and econometric models 
applied are described, a particular attention being paid to the 
standardized measures of the fishing effort for various kinds 
of vessels operating on the ICNAF area. The sources of 
information, serving as a basis for the study are also 
presented. Subsequent chapters expose the seasonal character 
of fishery, its three forms, i.e., the seasonal character of 
fishing effort, fishing yields and fishing being discussed as 
well as their interrelationship. Results of the analysis are 
related to the ICNAF subdivision and the conclusion are 
drawn. 

INTRODUCTION 

The North-West Atlantic region comprised by the International Convention for N.W. 
Atlantic Fishery of 1949 signed and presently adhered to by 15 countries, tends to show 
distinct symptems of overfishing due to excessive exploitation of fish resources. To 
prevent the depletion of fish stocks to· the extent which would cause the biological 
regeneration impossible, · many protective means of management binding the member 

. countrieshad been introduc'ed in this region. So far the regulations have mainly been 
based on the determination of fishing gear selectivity. The catch quota, the closed seasons 
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and closed areas, which have been introduced gradually since 1969, do not comprise those 
species of fish which are the main object of in:erest of Polish fishery (haddock, silver 
hake, red turbot). 

It may'howewer be assumed that this is a transitory period only, as the tendencies 
towards the introduction of the catch quota embodying all the basic fish species, are 
irrevocable (cod, herring, Norway haddock, flatfish). 

An imposition of restriction on the catches of the basic fish species will cause serious 
economical consequences for Polish fishery. The pertinent protective measures may apply 
to the limitation of the fishing mortality of fish stocks on the particular sub-regions and 
within determined time through: · 

- determination of catch quota for particular species
- restriction of fishing effort.
The realisation of each or any of such protective measures will call for the application

of a modified system of operations of the fishing fleet. This wil consequently necessitate 
the introduction of determined structural and operational changes and will (basicaly) 
influence the course of its further development. 

Owing to the lack of full substantial materials, no definite views have so far been 
formed among the Polish administration of fishery as to which control method may prove 
more beneficial for our fishery. So far, Poland's attitude to the question of fishery 
management has been based mainly on the results of biological investigations and statisti
cal data. 

According to the assumptions on the theory of fishing dynamics, the functional inter
relation exist between' the fishing effort and catch extent for given selectivity of fishing 
gear. This made it necessary to iniciate a study based on the comprehensive analysis of 
Polish fishery operations in Convention regions so as to make an opinion possible on the 
effectiveness of fishing and on its future organisation in this region. 

OBJECTIVE, METHOD AND MATERIAL 

Owing to the introduction of the first dispositions aimed at regulating the' catches and 
in view of expected further regulations on ICNAF fishing grounds, it becames hnperative 
to form the view on the actual state and effects of Polish fleet operations in this region. 
Before presenting the results of the study undertaken in this respect, attention should be 
drawn to the numerous factors which- influence the effects of fishing operations. They 
include: seasonal character, population dynamics of particular fish species, alocation of 
fishing effort grounds of different yield during various seasons, type of fishing vessels and 
fishing methods and the technical progress. The interdependence of the above mentioned 
factors causes serious difficulties for methodical and statistical formulation of the 
subject. On the one hand the general conclusions call for generalization at a relatively 
high degree of aggregation, while on the other hand - the results of the study and the 
numerical data should be sufficiently detailed so as to enable the concretisation of the 
particular problems. 
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It is necessary to point out that, the basic factor indispensable for determining the 
trends appering in the fishing process, is the seasonal character of fishing. This occurrence 
is, however, more complicated than currently accepted since it takes three forms: 

The first form pertains to the seasonal character of fishing yields shaped by natural 
and cyclic fish concentration in determined regions. The second one is the seasonal

character of fishing effort concentrated during certain periods on determined regions. The 
function of the seasonal character of fishing yields and of seasonal character of fishing 
effort is the third kind of seasonal character, i.e. the seasonal character of the extent of

fishing and unloading commonly referred to as seasonal character of fishing. 
Two aims were put down in the present study. 
The first one is to indicate the method of the topic elaboration. The applied mathema

tical models and carried out estimates are opening the possibilities for further studies. 
They may be related to the particular sub-regions and be applicable for various fishing 
enterprises. The elaborated models and matematical programs will present the basis for 
the formulation of projection of catches in order to supplement the biological forecasts. 
Particularly it is of interest to note that the results of conducted trend estimate on 
interdependence of the fishing effort and of the yield fishing for the whole ICNAF 
region, compensated by the factor of seasonal character, may be considered as the verifi
cation for the Beverton model of eumetric catches. 

The second task of the study was aimed at presenting an analysis of the effectivness of

the Polish fishing fleet in the ICNAF region, which may serve as the basis for drawing 
conclusions as the policy of fishing operations. 

Their results presented in this study were based on source data of dual kind. The data 
required for the formulation of the general longterm trends, should be more aggregated 
and should simultaneously comprise a sufficient time horizon which is indispensable for 
mathematical estimation. More detailed data should however be differentiated and 
referred to the particular elements, since they relate to shorter periods. 

Therefore in order to determinate general longterm trends advantage was taken of the 
material published in the ICNAF annual "Statistical Bulletins" for the years of 
1963-1968. As the time sequences for fishing ships in the group under 1800 GRTof 
Polish fishing fleet were in these materials not sufficiently long to establi8h these trends it 
was considered to, include in the calculations statistical data related to the group over 
1800 GRT, what in respect of Poland comprises all the factory vessels. For the same 
reasons were left out the data relating to sub-region 6, whith in Polish catches had 
appeared sporadically up to 1968. 

The data applied show the fishing effort expressed in fishing days: In order to carry 
out adifferential analysis for the particular elements it became necessary to call for more 
specific and exact material. Such source of material proved to the ship'� logbooks and the 
so-called master's excepts from all the vessel types operating during 1966-1969 on all 
ICNAF sub-regions, based on annual and monthly periods. The collected statistics 
comprise · the extene of catches in full relation with the distribution for particular fish 
species, nominal trawling hours and determination of fishing gear. As regards to the range 
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of costs and the value of catches, use was made of financial documents accessible in 
fishery for the years of 1968-1969 pertaining to the annual accounts for each type of 
vessel. To make the comparisons the stipulated overall costs were decreased by the value 
of crew renumeration. The value of unloaded fish at market prices was taken as the value 
of the catch. 

To compare the fishing effort of the particular types of vessels, an attempt was made 
to apply the unified unit as comparative measurement of fishing effort expressed by one 
hour of trawling. In this connet::tion were introduced the corrective coefficients, such as 
type of ship, fishing gear and kind of fish. A detailed description of the method for 
determination of a unified unit is contained in the annex. 

The fishing system applicable in Polish fishing were divided into three groups 
l. Fishing system with otter trawl for herring and mackerel fishing.
2. Fishing system with otter trawl for cod fishing.
3. Fishing system with mid-water trawls.
In the first group, for 100% of relative fishing capacity per one hour of trawling at the

determined parameters of most frequently used trawls, the ships B-15 and B-29 were 
taken whilst assuming the following correcting coefficients for the ramaining ships: 

B-10 and B-14 - 54.7 B-23 - 89.1
B-20 - 72.2 B-18 - 95.7

Within the second group, taking the same ships (B-15, B-22, B-29) at the determined 
parameters of trawls most frequently used and assuming for 100% of relative fishing 
capacity per one hour of trawl, the following correcting coefficients were assumed for the 
ramaining ships. 

B-10 and B-14 - 61.0
B-20 - 70.0

B-23 -73.0
B-18 -94.l

Within the third group, the ships B-15 and B-22 were assumed for 100% of relative 
fishing capacity for determined parameters of trawls most frequently used, and the 
following correcting coeficients for the remaining ships determined, 

B-10 and B-14 - 64.l B-18 93.9 
B-20 - 70.0 B-29 - 103.0

B-23 - 93.9
The application of the above mentioned correcting coefficients permitted a compara

tive convertion of fishirig effort of each type of vessel measured in trawling hours and 
made it possible to express it in unified units. Thus the conception of a unified trawling 
hour as a measurement of the effort was used in this work. It presents a trial that has not 
yet been applied so far in any existing similar elaboration, and though not free of the 
estimation error, still permits to draw comparisons of effort for the various vessel types 
and fishing gear respectively. 

Applying unified units of fishing effort by way of recalculating, comparative outputs 
reached on particular sub-regions and for all types of vessels and enterprises for years 
1966-1969 were obtained. 

Summary statement comprises all ICNAF regions divided into sub-regions and years. 
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The costs-which were assumed as fixed for the particular sub-regions were determined 
by calculation of the average one hour trawling costs in unified units for all ICNAF 
regions and the result related to the number of trawling hours separately for each type of 
ship. 

The costs obtained for each sub-region permitted to determine the cost of one ton of 
fish (live weight) relating to sub-region, type of vessel and enterprise. 

The material thus prepared. permitted to follow-up computations and to make an 
analysis of the effects obtained in the years of 1968-1969, i.e. for calculation of the costs 
of fishing effort, one ton of fish in live weight and of also to compute the output 
related to the unified unit of fish effort on all the sub-regions with division into month 
and seperate1y for each type of ship1with division into sub-regions . 

. The results have been complied in comprehensive arrangement in relation to the whole
ICNAF region. 

For investigating the statistical analysis method was applied ommiting the descriptions 
related to the matter generally known either in relation to the definitions of fishing 
economics or to the method of the statistical analysis applied. 

The inicial source data. with the full document materials can be found at the Depart
ment Fish Economics Agriculture Academy Szczecin. 

PROBLEM OF SEASONAL CHARACTER 

As mentioned previously, the conception of seasonal character in terms of economical 
category. cannot be limited to the usally accepted teffi} of fishing season. Subjected to 
analysis of seasonal character are its three forms: the seasonal character of fishing effort, 
seasonal yield and seasonal volume of catches derived from them. 

Owing to the fact that an analysis of seasonal character_ requires relatively long time
series, for the calculations were used only the data referred to the general long, term 
trends with the exception of the B-11 and B-14 ships. For these types of vessels statisti
cal data did not possess the time series of a suitable length. For the same reasons it was 
not possible to derive any coefficients of seasonal character for the particular sub-regions 
of Polish fishery. 

The -analysis for all the forms of seasonal 5.�aracter <1nd their factors iri the Polish fishe
ry is based on the fishing activity of vessels above 1800 GRT (all factory vessels)and on 
the average data for the total ICNAF Region for the years of 1963-1968. Nevertheless 
the results of analysis are substantially representative because they comprise more than 
80% of the total Polish ca!c_hes for that period. 

For the determination of the seasonal charact�r appearing in all above mentioned 
forms, the following multiplicative model was assumed: 

where: 
t = . the value of time series during the time t; 
ct = the value of trend during the time t; 
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S1 = factor of seasonal character during the time t; 
lt = the value of random ·component during the time t. 

To determine the factor of seasonal character expressed by the value St assumed an 
accordance of constant seasonal character for the particular years. Such assumptions were 
'1erified by smoothing the time series and thereafter calculated: 

- _moving average for 12 month;
relative fluctuations of seasonal character;
the variances of relative seasonal fluctuations;
the factors of seasonal character;

- the value of smoothed series.
Basing Qn the smoothed series a hypothesis on appearance of linear trend was presen

ted and estimation was made: 

Ct = a·t+b 

After the verification of the trend, the searched model of seasonal character is presented 
as; 

·Y 12rtm = a(12r+m)+b Sm

where: 
r = consecutive 
m = number of month in the given year (from 1 to 12). 
The above presented model was applied to characterise the interrelations of the 

seasonal fishing effort (in fishing days), seasonal output (in tons per fishing day), and the 
seasonal character of catches for Polish fishing fleet comprising the factory type of vessel 
over 1800 GRT operating on the entire ICNAF region. 

The background data based on the statistical data mentioned in chapter 1 and the 
smoothed for 12 months moving average data are presented respectively in Tables 1,2 
and 3, while the corrective for the seasonal character of fishing effort, output and of 
catches, in Table 4. Basing on data of table 4, the curve of trend was elaborated and 
presented on Fig. 1. 

An interpretation of the comparison results of the trend factors for the seasonal cha
racter of marine fisheris in the years of 1963-1968 in relation to the effort and output, 
indicates a faulty alocation of Polish fishing efforts on ICNAF, resulting from relatively 
low fishing effort during the high yield seasons and on increase tendency to it during the 
seasons of lower output. 
Second characteristic occurrence is a convergent direction of trends for the catch and 
which indicates to a distinctly higher correlation between the extent of fishing and the 
yield than between the extent of fishing and fishing effort. 

To examine the interdependence between the fishing effort and the yield and the 
extent of fishing in 1969 for all Polish catches on ICNAF Region, an analysis was made 
on the basis of the details mentioned in chapter 1, on page 88 in which the fishing effort 
and the yield per one trawling hour of all types of ships are expressed in uniformed 
trawling hours. The calculations relate to one year and therefore cannot comprise the 



years I II 

1963 24.0 54.0 

1964 113.0 136.0 

1965 154.0 151.0 

1966 189.0 222.0 

1967 295.0 260.0 

1968 325.0 357.0 

1963 22.8 51.9 

1964 107.4 130.6 

1965 146.4 145,0 

1966 179.7 213.2 

1967 280.5 249.7 

1968 309.0 342.8 

Seasonal character of fishing effort of Polish factory fleet in ICNAF region 

for the years 1963-1968 (fishing days) 

(assumed arrangement) 

m o n t h s  

HI IV V VI vu vm IX 

6�.o 91.0 110.0 50.0 135.0 113.0 47.0 

97.0 88.0 140.0 143.0 145.0 131.0 141.0 

118.0 152.0 203.0 216.0 223.0 274.0 216.0 

206.0 258.0 222.0 197.0 233.0 209.0 231.0 

287.0 266.0 326.0 252.0 263.0 236.0 380.0 

488.0 352.0 469.0 415.0 361.0 402.0 379.0 

(corrected arrangement) 

59.4 97.8 93.8 47.1 115.7 101.9 43.2 

94.5 94.6 118.3 134.7 124.3 118.2 129. 7 

115.0; 163.4 171.6 203.5 191.1 247.2 198.7 

200.7 277.3 187. 7 185.6 199.l 188.6 212.5 

279.6 285.9 275.6 237.4 225.4 212.9 349.6 

475.5 378.4 396.5 391.0 309.4 362.7 348. 7

Table 1 

X XI XU 

55.0 59.0 50.0 

140.0 82.0 95.0 

143.0 38.0 160.0 

184.0 252.0 279.0 

341.0 305.0 269.0 

400.0 318.0 408.0 

64.2 80.8 66.0 

163.5 112.3 125.4 

167.0 52.0 211.3 

214.9 345.0 368.4 

398.3 417.5 355.2 

467.2 435.3 538.7 



years I II 

1963 26.3 37.1 

1964 29.8 32.9 

1965 42.6 34.2 

1966 42.8 39.9 
1967 30.2 31.2 

1968 36.4 56.7 

1963 19.2 26.5 

1964 21.8 23.5 
1965 31.1 24.4 
1966 3L3 28.5 

1967 22.1 22.3 
1968 26.6 40.5 

Seasonal chirracter of fishing efficiency of Polish factory fleet in ICNAF region 

years 1%3-1%8 (tons ) 

(assumed arrangement) 

m on th s  

:m IV V VI VII vm IX 

30.0 33.5 31.8 20.1 24.5 29.8 20.6 
25.4 23.8 28.8 27.9 25.3 23.6 21.9 
35.7 36.2 25.8 14.7 17. 7 16.8 23.S
29.3 28.1 26.6 16.7 23.2 30.9 27.8
26.8 22.2 33.8 18.0 17.3 21.3 20.9
37.0 33.1 27.8 24.S 17.3 21.9 29.6 

(corrected arrangement) 

25.6 31.8 30.0 27.0 28.9 31.0 24.2 
21.7 22.6 27.1 37.5 29.9 24.6 25.7 
30.5 34.4 24.3 19.8 20.9 17.5 27.6 
25.0 26.7 25.1 22.4 27.4 32.2 32.7 
22.9 21.1 31.8 24.2 20.4 22.2 24.6 
31.6 31.4 26.2 32.9 20.4 22.8 34.8 

Table 2 

!"' 

X XI XH 

19.8 21.5 18.0 

15.1 20.6 30.0 

21.7 12.6 27.9 

20.1 16.1 23.4 
22.2 18.8 34.S

16.2 17.5 26.4

24.7 31.4 17.0 

· 18.8 30.1 28.4 

27.1 18.4 26.4 
25.1 23.5 22.2 

27.7 27.4 32.7 

20.2 25.5 25.0 



years I II 

1963 632.0 2003.0 
1964 3370.0 4481.0 
1965 6568.0 5157.0 
1966 8084.0 8865.0 
1967 8920.0 8104.0 
1968 11818.0 20232.0 

1963 453.0 1292.5 
1964 2415.3 2891.5 
1965 4707.4 3327. 7 
1966 5793.9 5720.5 
1967 6303.l 5229.4 
1968 8470.1 l3055.4 

Seasonal character of yield of Polish factory fleet in !CNAF region 

for the years 1963-1968 (tons per fishing day)

(assumed arrangement) 

m o n ths 

m IV V VI VII VIII IX 

1835.0 3051.0 3535.0 1006.0 3308.0 3370.0 970.0 
2461.0 2090.0 4038.0 3993.0 3672.0 3094.0 3082.0 
4210.0 5499.0 5246.0 3180.0 3938.0 4615.0 5070.0 
6041.0 7256.0 5905.0 3281.0 5412.0 6464.0 6429.0 
7705.0 5900.0 11022.0 4544.0 4546.0 5027.0 7931.0 

18044.0 11661.0 13042.0 10159.0 6234.0 8796.0 H200.0 

( corrected arrangement) 

1661 6 2847.1 2797.7 1316. 7 3397.4 3400.3 1034 .. 0 
2228.5 1950.3 3195. 7 5226.4 3771.2 3121.8 3285.3 
3812.2 5131.5 4151.8 4162.3 4044.4 4656.4 5404.5 
5470.2 6771.1 4673.3 4294.5 5558.2 6522.0 6853.1 
6977.0 5505.8 8723.0 5947.6 4667.8 5072.1 8454.2 

16339.1 10881.8 10321. 7 6402.4 8875.0 11938.9 10938.9 

Table 3 

X XI XII 

l087.0 1269.0 900.0 
2119.0 1693.0 2852.0 
3109.0 478.0 4471.0 
3702.0 4065.0 6530.0 
7572.fJ 5724.0 9293.0 
6479.0 5557.0 10752.0 

:1815.9 2461.8 1078.4 
3539;9 3284.3 3417.5 
5193. 7 927.3 5357.5 
6184.3 7885.9 7824.7 

12649.3 11104.3 11135.6 
10823.4 10780.3 12883.8 
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Fig. 1. Indexes for seasonal character of fishing effort of Polish factory fleet in ICNAF region 

for the years 1963-1968 



Table 4 

Indexes for seasonal character of fishing effort (catch) 

and of yield of Polish factory fleet in ICNAF region for the years 1963-1968 

mo n t hs 

Seasonal 
I II 

character 
m IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI xn 

Fishing 
105.2 104.l 102.6 93.0 118.3 106.l 116.7 110.8 108.7 85.6 73.0 75.7 

effort 1 

Yield2 136.8 140.0 117.2 105.3 106.l 74.4 84.7 96.0 85.1 80.2 68.5 83.5 

Output 
139.5 155.0 110.4 107.2 126.4 76.4 97.4 99.1 93.8 59.9 51.5 105.6 

(catch/ tons) 

unified trawling hours 

2 tons per unified trawling hour



Fishing effort, output (catch) and fishing yield of Polish
f
actozy fleet in ICNAF region 

for particular months of 1969 

(assumed arrangement) 

m o n t h s 

Particulars I n m IV V VI VII VIII IX 

Fishing 
, 

effort1 
5320.3 8802.5 7850.9 6020.7 9547.6 8868.6 6407.7 6605.9 9121:U 

Output 

( tons/catch) 15968.6 29227.5 23124.8 15028.9 18969.5 12403. 7 8351.9 8431.3 14 795.4 

Yield2 
3.00 3.32 2.95 2.50 1.99 1.40 1.30 1.28 1.62 

(corrected arrangement) 

Fishing 

effort
1 

: 5320.3 7324.6 7558.0 7806.4 8145.6 8274.9 7294.0 7380.0 7354.6 

Output 

(tons/catch) 15968.6 22773.6 22460.4 19041.0 . 15467.3 132441. 7 9728.0 10526.2 11434.4 

Yield2 
3.00 3.09 2.92 2.48 1.96 1.56 1.32 1.40 1.55 

unified .trawling hours

2 tons per unified trawling hour

Table 5 

X XI xn 

6329.8 5087.3 4178A 

11076;5 11339.6 8805.8 
f 
l.75 2.23 2.11 

6848.7 5198.5 4178.4 

12070.5 10495 0 8805.8 

1.86 2.03 2.11 
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factor of seasonal character, but in turn comprise ,all Polish catches, i.e. all types of Polish 

vessels operating on ICNAF waters during 1969. fhe original and the smoothed series for 

the efforts-and fishing output are presented in Table 5. 

The data of the smoothed series are graphically presented on Fig. 2. In spite of some 

imperfection of the accepted method for elaboration of 1969, the curves representing the 

efforts, yield and catches of fishing in monthly arrangement run similiarly to the factor 

trends of seasonal character for the years of 1963-1968; this indicates to the stabiliza

tion of the fishing policy and the lack of changes in ways of exploitation of ICNAF 

fishing grounds towards better use of the output seasons. 

INTERDEPENDENCE OF EFFORTS AND EXTENT OF FISHING 

An interdependence between the increase of fishing effort and the increase of fishing 

yield as well as formation of marginal increases was examined by the production 

function in relation to the efforts: 

y = AxAi 

The assumed productiort function was obtained by estimation acc. to data of smoothed 

series presented in Table 1 and 3 in the form of: 

where: 

Y = 161.8509x0.6546 R = 0.843 

Y = yield of fishing (tons) 

X = fishing effort (Fishing days); 

and it was ascertained that the increments of the function are decreasing with the increase 

of effort. Graphically the function was drawn basing upon data of table 1 and 3 as 

presented by Fig. 3. 

The course of the fishing function in relation to the increase of the fishing effort 

for Polish fishery on the entire ICNAF region up to 1968 corresponds fully to the 

assumptions of asymptotic curve of fishing yield from which is evident, that while 

increasing the intensity of fishing, the rate of growth for fishing extent is decreasing and 

the final increases are getting lower. 

However, the course of curve up to 1968 does not permit to conclude, whether 

asymptotic shape reached in 1968 the maximum level of the constant yields estimated as 

average for total ICNAF region. 

The yields for some sub-regions of ICNAF decreased considerably in 1969 and 1970. 

Therefore, the presented calculus for interdependance of the fishing and the effort was 

supplemented after the termination of the study with the data published of ICNAF 

Statistical Bulletin 1969 and with the data of 1970 from the international statistics 

of Sea Fisheries Institute. The supplement comprises also an inclusion of data 

relating to the sub-region 6. Thus the calculus of interdependance between the increase of 

fishing effort and the increase of fishing yield and formulation of marginal increases 
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were based on the data relating to the entire ICNAF region for 1963-1970 for Polish 
fishery operating with ships over 1800 GRT. 

Basing on the above data, the square binomial was estimated and the following 
function was obtained: 

y = 0.01332 +32.3974x-426.8135 

where: 
y = yield of fishing (tons) 
x = fishing effort (fishing days). 

The function presents the interdependence of catches and effort obtained by the 
smoothed series i.e. after elimination of fluctuations, and the values obtained on the 
curve do not correspond to the empiric values but to the values of the smoothed series. 

Owing to its negative coefficient, the function at x2 possesses the course given on 
Fig. 4. 
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region for years 1963-1970 

As it appears from comparison of both figures, the course of function of Fig. 4 
distinctly differs to the previous (Fig. 3). While the course of function presented on Fig. 3 
possesses the tendency to asymptotic course, the same presented on Fig. 4 indicates the 
decreasing trend after passing the maximum. Such shaping of function was influenced by 
the fishing results of 1969 and 1970 during which occured the well known output 
decreases for certain sub-regions. 
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In total of the Polish fishing in ICNAF region, no maximum possibility was obtained 
up to 1970; this, however, does not exclude that such possibilities were already attained 
on certain sub-regions or in relation to certain species of fish. To form the average picture 
of the situation for the total ICNAF region, contributed the mutual substitutions of the 
various fish species and their different fishing outputs for the particular sub-regions for 
the total period studied. 

FISHING EFFORTS AND EFFECTS IN YEARS 1966-1969 
OF THE PARTICULAR TYPES OF. SHIP OF THE POLISH 

FACTORY FLEET ON ICNAF REGION 
The effectiveness of the Polish fishing fleet on ICNAFF region for the years of 

1966-1969 was analysed acc. to data presented in part I on p. 103in relation to the 
particular types of ships. Subjected to analysis were the fishing effort expressed in 
uniformed units per 1 hour of trawling, the catches presented in tons and the presented 
in unified units of fishing effort, all obtained by the particular ship types on the 6th 

subregion of ICNAF. 
The data distributed in relation to the enterprises are presented in enclosures 1-3; 

while the summary list of average data for total ICNAF region for the particular years is 
presented in Table 6. 

During the analysed period. ,the fishing effort increased very quickly, assuming 1966 as 
the 100. the increase of fishing effort for the years of 1967-1969 raised to 185,264 
and 281 respectively. The highest average participation in fishing effort, exceeding 60%, 
in that period had the ships B-15, while for the ships B-20, B-10/14 and B-18 same were 
placed below 10%. The ships B-20, B-22 and B-29 participated in about 2% each (Tab. 7). 

The increase was also noted in relation to the catches. But, in comparison with 
fishing effort, the highest fishing output prevailed for 1968. Assuming again 1966 for 100, 
the effort index for the years 1967-1969 amounted to 164,275 and 246. 

From the comparison of the presented dynamics of fishing effort and of dynamics of 
fishing, the increase of catches in 1969 was not in corresponding relation to the increase 
of fishing effort. 

The values given in Table 7 indicate that there is no correlation between the participa
tion of particular ship types in fishing effort and in their catches. Thi� was due to the 

, different output per l hour of trawling as presented in the uniformed units and obtained 
by particular types of ship. The average fishing output for the unified umit in the 
investigated period mounted to 2.04 t with the highest value obtained in 1968. The 
decrease of output in 1969 comprised all the types of vessels with exeption of the type 
B-22 (Tab . 6) .

Subjected to further analysis was the relation of fishing effort and catches acc. to ship
types for the years of 1968 and 1969 for the particular sub-regions. 

The analysis comprises the calculus of the cost per l hr of trawling, of cost per 1 ton of 
catches in full relation and o(output acc. to the data presente� in enclosures 5-11. The 



B-15 

years fishing output 

effort 1 (catch) 
(tons) 

1966 26936.1 67771.0 

1967 42394.4 82917.7 

1968 45072.8 106690.7 

1969 42004.8 91352.3 

66-69 158308.1 348732.0 

B-20 

years 
fishing 

output 

effort 
(catch) 
(tons) 

1966 - -

1967 4958.0 19312.1 

1968 7312.0 27308.8 

1969 10012.0 25990.1 

66-69 22282.ci 72701.0 

1 unified trawling hours 
2 yield (tous per u nified trawling hour) 

Fishing effert, output (catch) and yield of Polish factory fleet in ICNAF region for years 1966-1969 

(according to types of ships) 

B-22 B-10/14 B-18 

<fishing 
output fisliing 

output fishing 
output 

yield' effort (catch) yield effort 
(catch) yield effort (catch) 

(tons) (tons) (tons) 

2.34 - - - - - - 977.6 4396.0 

1.96 - - - 2493.5 4605.7 18.5 596.0 1664.2 

2.37 2244.8 5361.7 2.39 8581.4 21403.7 2.49 6238.0 20690.0 

2.17 2545.4 7244.4 2.38 10635.8 14975.6 1.4 7681.0 22808.3 

2.20 4790.2 12606.1 2.63 2170.5 40985.0 1.89 1549.6 49559.1 

B-23 B-14 B-29 Razem 

fishing output 
fishing 

output 
fishing 

output fishing 
output 

yield effort (catch) yield 
effort 

(catch) yield effort 
(catch) yield 

effort 
( catch) 

(tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) 

- - -
� 

- - - - - - 29913.7 72168.5 

3,89 1514.0 4663.0 3.08 3538.0 5556.0 1,57 - - - 55483.0 118719.0 

3,75 2623.0 5303.5 2.02 7017.0 11705.2 1.67 - - - 79069.0 198554.2 

2.59 - - - 7289.0 7104.0 0.97 3800.0 8048.2 20.8 84148.0 177523.5 

3.20 4137.0 9966.5 24.1 17844.0 24375.8 l.36 - - 20.0 248631.6 566905.3 

Table 6 

Table 6 

yield 

4.49 

2.79 

3.81 

2.97 

3.20 

yield 

2.41 

2.14 

2.51 

2.11 

2.04 

0 
N 
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Table 7 

Type of ship Fishing effort (%) Output (catch)(%) 
Yield (tons per unified 

trawling hour) 

B-15 63.7 61.5 2.20 

B-20 9.0 12.8 3.26 

B-10!14 8.7. 7.2 1.89 

B-14 7.2 4.3 1.36 

B-18 6.2 8.8 3.20 

B-22 1.9 2.2 2.63 

B-23 1.7 1.7 2.41 

B-29 1.6 1.4 2.02 

average results for the whole ICNAF region for the years 1968 and 1969 in distribution 
to the types of Ship are presented in Tab. 8. 

For both years, the lowest cost per 1 hr of trawling indicate the ships B-15 and B-22 
and the highest - B-23 and B-20, the difference exceeding twice the values. Similiar 
differences appear also in the costs of one ton yield in full relation. 

It must be pointed out that the calculus of unit costs of fishing effort and of catches 
cannot �e compared for the particular types of vessels and may be considered as indica
tive only. The more a vessel is industrialised, the higher part of the cost falls on subsequent 
production processes connected with preservation of the catches. These factors are 
however fully comparative in relation to the same types for different periods and 
different regions. 

It must be underlined that the vessels type B-15 and B-22 in spite of highest industria
lisation present the lowest"factors of cost in relation to fishing effort and to the yield of 
1 ton of catch. 

Contrary to reservations relating to the costs. it must be admitted that the measure 
expressed by the ratio of landed catches to 1000 zl of costs is fully comparative between 
all types of vessels (Tab. 8.) 
Also in this case the bests results are obtained by the ships B-15 and B-22. 

To verify the results obtained on the presented analyses of the materials for 
1966-1969 mathematical analysis of the interdependence of the catches and of the effort 
was made. 

The analysis was based on average data of the years of 1966-1969 without any 
consideration given to the seasonal character. 

Assumed for analysis was the following equation of regression: 

y = ax+b 
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where y - catches
X - trawling hours (unified units)
a,b - parameters

Basing on the data related to catches and trawling hours in years 1966-1969 (tab. 6), 
the following functions for particular vessel types were e!timated: 

B-20 2.928x + 6.786 B-15
(0.319) (21.254) 

B-14 l.315x + 0.994 B-10

(0.117) (3.011) 

B-18 2.897x + 5.195 
(0.139) (3.609) 

2.lOOx - 8.058
(0.252) (29.788) 

l.919x
(0.399)

0.983 
(15.945) 

Basing on the coefficient variants of particular equations, it is ascertained that the 
parameter b is unessential in all equations. Thus the dependent of type is obtained, by: 

y = ax 

where: 
the coefficient a is equal to the derivative 

a = f' (x) = _X. 
X 

Since the output in unified units per l hour of trawling for the particular vessel types 
may be presented as follows: 

B-20

B-18

B-22

2.928 

2.897 

2.665 

B-15

B-10/14

B-14

2.100 

1.920 

1.315 

For the remaining ship types, no equation could be estimated owing to too small 
statistical material. 

According to the presented data it is ascertained that the verification of output in 
unified units per 1 hr of trawling and for the years 1966-1969 is in sequence vessels 
complying with the empiric analysis; the calculation of unified trawling hours for fishing 
days gives the average of about 13 trawling hours for one fishing day. Considering an 
error of estimation and different method of calculation, the average of output on ICNAF 
region for the vessels above 1800 GRT, calculated in relation to unified trawling hours 
does not differ much from the output calculated acc. to the trend with eliminated 
seasonal oscillations as average monthly output, which amounts to 26 t for each fishing 
day. This shows that for longer period for time the less exact method of output calcula
tion according to the aggregated values for fishing days and more exact calculating 
method in unified trawling hours gives effectively the same results. 



Type of ship Years 

B-15 1968 
1969 

B-22 1968 
1969 

B-10/14a 1968 
1969 

B-14b 1968 
1969 

B-18 1968 
1969 

B-20 1968 
1969 

B-23 J.968 
1969 

B-29 1968 
1969 

Results of fishing operations of particular factory ship types in ICNAF region 
for years 1968-1969 

Fishing effort (unified �ssumed fixed cost per Yield (tons per one 
Cost of one ton 

trawling hours) one unified trawling unified trawling hour) 
hour 

45 072.8 11 380.2 2.37 4 807.7 

42 004.8 10 663.4 2.17 4 903.1 

2 244.8 11 090.5 2.39 4 643.0 

2 545.4 11 682.6 2.85 4 104.8 

8 581.4 13 572.8 2.49 5 442.0 

10 635.8 10 852.7 1.41 7 708.0 

7 017.0 17 717.4 1.67 10 621.0 

7 289.0 16 233.9 0.97 16 555.0 

6 236.0 21 551.4 3.32 6 495.4 

7 681.0 20 021. 7 2.97 6 742.6 

7 312.0 25 942.8 3.75 6 923.4 

10 012.0 18 774.2 2.60 7 232.3 

2 623.0 28 140.7 2.02 13 918.l 
- - -

-

-

- - -

3 980.0 12 136.1 2.02 6 001.6 

Table 8 

Value per 1000 Z1'. 
of cost 

1 743.0 
l 766.0 

1 805.0 
2 109.0 

1 413.0 

1 183.0 

852.0 
742.3 

1 189.3 
1 402.0 

1 428.0 
l 345.1 

595.9 
-

-

1 188.6 
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Fig. 6. Participation of fishing effort and output of Polish factory fleet in sub-region 2 
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Fig. 8. Participation of fishing effort and output of PoHsh factory fleet in sub-region 4 
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Fig. 9. Participation of fishing effort and output of Polish factory fleet in sub-region 5
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Fig. 10. Participation of fishing effort and output of Polish factory fleet in sub-region 6 
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Streszczenie 
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Wobec wprowadzenia na l:owiskach ICBAF-u pierwszych zarz::idzen regulacji polow6w, zaistniah 
koniecznosc sprecyzowania pogl::idow na efekty dzialalnosci polskiej floty rybackiej na tym obszarze. 
Przeprowadzaj11c badania na powyzszy temat zastosowano modele matematyczne i przeprowadzono 
estymacjc., kt6re pozwalaj::i ponadto na formufowanie prognoz polowow metod::i analizy sta
tystycznej. 

Ocena tendencji wystc.puj11cych w procesie pofow6w wymaga zbadania czynnika sezonowosci, 
kt6re przeprowadzono w trzech kierunkach: sezonowosci wydajnosci, sezonowosci nakl:adu 
rybackiego i sezonowosci pol:owow i wyl:adunk6w, jako funkcji dwoch pierv,:szych. Dia por6wnywal
ncisci nakl:adu rybackiego r6znych typ6w statk6w podjc.to pr6b� zastosowaniajednostek ujednolico
nych jako por6wnywalnej miary wyraionej w 1 godzinie trafowania, w zwi!!Zku z czym wyznaczono 
obliczone w aneksie wspolczynniki koryguj::ice, kt6re uwzgh,dniajl! typ statku, narzc.dzia potow6w 
i rodzaj fowionych ryb. 

Operujf),c ujednoliconymi jednostkami naUadu rybackiego uzyskano por6wnywalne wydaj_nosci 
uzyskiwane w poszczeg6lnych latach i podobszarach dla wszystkich typ6w statk6w. Otrzymane 
wielkosci koszt6w na kaidym podobszarze posruzyly do wyprowadzenia kosztu l tony w relacji 
pel:nej dla kaidego podobszaru, typu statku i przedsic.biorstwa. 
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Material :irodlowy stanowily publikatje ICNAF-u pt. ,,Statistical Bulletin" oraz wycilyp z dzien
nikow o�towych wszystkich statkow. 

Dynamika stosunku rozmiaru polowow do nakladu rybackiego do r. 1968 nie wyltazala wyrai
nych objawow przelowienia na obszan:e ICNAF-u jako caloici, acztolwielt wyst�puje zmniejszenie 
si� przyrost6w ltrancowych zgodnie z modelem ltrzywej asymptotycinej. Jednaltte uw�dnienie 
wyniltow za lata 1969 i 1970 oraz polow6w na podobszasze 6 wskazuje na to, ie na nieltt6rych 
obszarach polowy polstie zblibj11 s� do tatiego poziomu wydajnosci., te da1sze pos�powanie 
nakhdu mogfoby, w dotychciasowych warunkach biologicznych, wytazac objawy przelowienia 
niett6rych ga.tunk6w. 

Ksztaltowanie si� wynik6w etonomicinych w stosunku do wskaznitow etsploatacyjnych potwier
dza teq, ie istnieje bardzo silna torelacja mi�y efettami eltonomicznymi a wydajnoscili lowisk. 
Wszystkie dokonane analizy wsltazuj11 na brak torelacji mi�y wydajnosciami na lowiskach a lokacj11 
nakl'adu rybacldego, zar6wno w ciasie jak i w rejonach potowowych. 

3KOHOlil'IECKHE ACJIEl'.l.'Y PEI'YHPOBAHIUI HUiOJIOBCTBA B IIPOIIYCJIOBlil 
PdOHil HKHA\l 

PesDlie 

BBH;ity OCYl6CTBJl6HHH B DpOMhlCJIOllYX,paitoaax l4ICHAI nep:BHX pemealdt no pe
rynHpOB8HiUl pHOOJIOBCTBa BOSHHKJla aeo6XOAWIOCTL ynopfl..llOqeaBB OTHomealdt 
K aqlg!eKTall A8HTeJU,HOCTH IIOJll,CKOro pbl6onpOMhlOJIOBOro WJIOTa B BTOK paioae. 
IlpOBOAH HCCJ18AOBWllUI Ha BhlllleynOIIHHpYI) 'f8IQ', Jlli1 HCnOJU,SOBami Ka!feKaTH
qecKHe IIO,ll6JIH ii npoBeJIH CTa!fHCTJ!lll6CKYll oneaxy,·itO'fOpYe IlOSBOJIHll'f ·npe,ll
CK88!,IB8TL npOI'HOSH YJIOBOB no MeTO� CT8TKCTH'IEICKOro 8ll8JIHaa. 

OueaKa Tea,lleanldt,. aa6J11JAaD1U1XCH B npouecce nona, Tpe6yeT accne,l!OBSllHH 
W8KTOpa CeSOHHOCTH, KOTOpoe npOBO,l!BJIOCL DO TpeM aanpa:BJl6RBBM: CeSOHHOC
TH npOKSBO,l!H!feJILHOCTH, cesOHHOCTH saTpaT n9 ,l!061,111e pwe5w H ceaOHHOCTH 
ynoBOB H »wrpySKH KaK WYHKQHH nyx nepwx • .llnH cpanaeaH.H satpaT no A06w-
11e p1,161,1 cy,lloB paaaoro nna C5wJIH npe,llnpHHRTl:i nowTKH ac11onaOBSl1Hll yaz
WHUHPOBaHHJ,iX 8AHHHU B Kall6CTBe cpaBHHTeJILHOI 11ep1,1 H3MepeHWl, BHpaaeauol 
I ll8.COII TpaneHHH, B CBftBH C qe11 61,111B onpe,lleJieHli Bl,lllllCJieami:e B rrpWIO&eHHH 
KOppeK'l'Hpyllll{He KOac[lq)HuHeum, KO!Opwe yllHTl,IBallT Tl4Il cy,l!Ha, opy,l!HR JIOBa 
H BHA BUJiaBJIKB�eKOI pi:.61,1. 

Onep1r1pyH YHHWHUHPOBaHBhlMH e,l!HHHUallH aupar no ,llo(il,lqe pw(il,l, w noxy
�HJIH cpaBHHT0JILHYE npOH8BOAHT0JILHOCTD t nonyqaeuyll B OT�enLHYe roAJ,1 H B 
OT,lleJILHl,IX IlO,llpattouax AJIH BCex THIIOB CYAOB. Ilony�eHHlie BeJIK'IIHHil CTOHIIO
CTel B Kait;ll;OM no,llpaioue (il,lnz HCil0JID30BaHl,I ,l!Jlft Bl,IBe,lleHHH CTOHIIOCTH I TOH
Hl,I npH no.DOM COO�HomeHHH A.JIH KaE,'ltOro IIO,llpaloaa, TiUia cy,l!Ha H. · npeAnpMH
THH. 
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MCTO'!HlllROM_ITOCJIYlKll1JIJ/l MaTeplllaJibl WKHA� ll1 BhlilMCRJ/l !118 cy;n;OBhlX lKypHaJIOB. 
:UmHaMJ/lRa COOTHOllieHll1fl paaMepa YJIOBOB ll1 aaTpaT no ;n;06bli:re phl6bl ;n;o 1968 r. 

He rrpOHBll1Jia OTl!8TJill1BllX TeH;n;eHUll1M K rrpeBblllieHl'l!O HOpM BbIJIOBa B rrpOMbICJIOBhlX 

patloHaX MKHA� B ueJIOM, XOTH YI Ha6JIJ0.1(aeTCH yMeHl>llleHMe rrpe_;n;eJIJ,HhlX rrpll1poc

TOB cornaCHO MO.z(eJil'I aCJIJMIITOTl'l'!eCROiii .Kp!11BOM. O;zi;HaRo_ytieT peayJI1>TaTOB aa 

1969 m 1970 r.r., a TaRJKe YJIOBOB B rro;n;patloHe 6, yRa8hlBaeT Ha TO, 'ITO B 

HeKOTOpb!X pafiOHax rrpOMb!CJia IIOJIJ,CRJ/le YJIOBbl !Iplll6JillllKa!OTCH R TaROMy ypOBHJO 

rrpOlll8BO;Zl;J/1TeJIJ,HOCTJll, rrpl'I ROTOpOM ;n;aJIJ,Heiiilllee yBeJI1'!'!eH!'le aaTpaT MOrJIO 6hl 

rrpl'I cymeCTBY!Oll\lllX 6JllOJIOfiI'!eCKJ/lX YCJIOB!t1HX IIpl'!BeCTl'I R T6H;n;eHIJ;lllflM rrpeBhlll!eHHfl 

HOpM Bb!JIOBa HeKOTOphlX Bl'l;Zl;OB. 

�OpMl'lpOBaHl'le 8KOHOMJ/l'l6CKJ/1X 3lpgJeKTOB no OTHOII!6Hlll!O R 3KCITJiyaTaIJ;J/lOHHb!M 

IIORaaaT6JlflM rro;n;TB6plK;n;aeT IIOJIOlK6Hl'l6 0 TOM, 'ITO cymecTByeT 0'!6HJ, Cl'IJIJ,Hafl 

KOppeJIHIJ;J/lfl MelK;n;y 3KOHOMl'l'!eCKll1MJ/l 3glgJ6KTaMlll J/1 npOll18BO;Zl;lllT6JIJ,HOCTJ,JO B npOMbl

CJIOBhlX pattoHax. Bee npoBe;n;eHHhle aHaJilll8hl yRaShlBaJOT Ha OTCYTCTBJ/l6 KOppeJIH

IJ;llllll M6JK;n;y rrpOl'l3BO;Zl;liT6JIJ,HOCTJ,IO 13 npOMbICJI013hlX pawoHaX JI! pa3M611\6Hlll6M aaTpaT 

no ;n;o6hl'!6 phl6hl KaK 130 13peMH rrpoMhlCJia, TaR lll 13 ero paiiioHax. 
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